
Practice Policies at San Carlos Park Community Pool 

BEFORE PRACTICE: 
Swimmers must come to practice in their training swimsuit.

All equipment must be brought with the swimmer as no equipment can be left at the facility.

Parents must monitor their swimmer as to any illness symptoms.  Swimmers showing signs of 
illness must be kept at home and not allowed to attend practice until symptoms subside.

Any swimmer feeling ill, coughing, or with an abnormal temperature will have their parent 
contacted and will be asked to leave immediately. 
Swimmers must continue SOCIAL DISTANCING outside, and inside the facility.

Parents are to drop their child off and wait until practice is over outside of the facility.  
The front door to the pool will close at the posted practice times.  Late swimmers will not be 
allowed to enter.


DURING PRACTICE: 
The front entrance door is to remain locked during practice.

The rest rooms will continue to be a “one at a time” rule, and will be strictly enforced.

Equipment is not to be shared for any reason.   Water bottles are not to be shared.  
Parents will be required to remain outside the facility, as the swimmers must be picked up 
immediately after practice is completed for their child.


AFTER PRACTICE: 
Swimmers must leave the facility immediately in their swimsuit and are not permitted to change 
in the locker room or on the pool deck.  Swimmers must shower at home.  Please exit in an 
expeditious manner as another group may be waiting to come in.  Do not dawdle and or 
socialize in the facility.  Swimmers exiting the facility, must use the exit door.


PARENTS: 
Please go over these procedures with your child(ren) so they fully understand the importance of 
these rules and regulations that we must adhere to for pool usage by Lee County Parks and 
Recreation.


COACHES: 
Coaches must make sure the facility is clean when leaving after practice.


Any swimmers, or parents not adhering to these policies will be asked to leave the facility 
immediately, and will not be allowed to return until such a time we determine that they 
understand, and can follow these procedures.


Our swimmer’s and staff safety is of the utmost concern and we will do everything possible in 
our power to maintain a healthy and positive training situation.


Sincerely,


Don Henshaw 
Senior Coach /  Team Director


